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Abstract—When a robot breaks a person’s trust by making
a mistake or failing, continued interaction will depend heavily
on how the robot repairs the trust that was broken. Prior work
in psychology has demonstrated that both the trust violation
framing and the trust repair strategy influence how effectively
trust can be restored. We investigate trust repair between a
human and a robot in the context of a competitive game, where
a robot tries to restore a human’s trust after a broken promise,
using either a competence or integrity trust violation framing and
either an apology or denial trust repair strategy. Results from
a 2x2 between-subjects study (n = 82) show that participants
interacting with a robot employing the integrity trust violation
framing and the denial trust repair strategy are significantly
more likely to exhibit behavioral retaliation toward the robot.
In the Dyadic Trust Scale survey, an interaction between trust
violation framing and trust repair strategy was observed. Our
results demonstrate the importance of considering both trust
violation framing and trust repair strategy choice when designing
robots to repair trust. We also discuss the influence of humanto-robot promises and ethical considerations when framing and
repairing trust between a human and robot.
Index Terms—Human-Robot Interaction; Trust; Trust Repair

I. I NTRODUCTION
As anyone who has worked with a robot can attest, robots
frequently fail and make mistakes. Robots can overheat, fail
to recognize speech, run into obstacles, interrupt people, and
drop objects it is holding, just to name a few. Looking to
the future, it may seem like a reasonable goal to design robust
robotic systems and eliminate all possible errors, however, this
is likely an impossible task. Instead, a more valuable approach
could be to design robots that gracefully recover from mistakes
and failures. This design approach, emphasizing recovery from
mistakes and failures, facilitates long-term and social humanrobot interactions by maintaining a human’s trust of a robot
by effectively repairing trust when mistakes are made.
We define trust as “the willingness of a party to be vulnerable to the actions of another party based on the expectation
that the other will perform a particular action important to
the trustor, irrespective of the ability to monitor or control
that other party” (p.712) [1]. When trust is broken, it is
often the responsibility for the person who broke the trust
(trustee) to repair it by assuring the trustor that they can
again be vulnerable to the trustee in the future. There are
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Fig. 1. Participants played a competitive game with a robot, where the robot
violated and then tried to repair the participants’ trust.

many different repair strategies people use to repair trust
including making an apology, denying culpability, promising
better behavior in the future, and making excuses [2]. To make
an effective trust repair, the framing of the trust violation also
must be considered. Prior work has demonstrated that trust
repair strategies have different effects when the trust violation
is due to either a lack of competence (e.g. an accountant failing
to properly file taxes because of inadequate knowledge about
a relevant tax code) or a lack of integrity (e.g. an accountant
failing to properly file taxes intentionally). With this particular
tax accountant scenario, Kim et al. (2004) [3] found that
participants trusted a tax accountant job candidate more if they
apologized, rather than denied culpability, for the competence
related trust violation (inadequate knowledge about a relevant
tax code) by admitting responsibility, apologizing for the
infraction, and promising it would not happen again. They
also found that participants trusted the tax accountant more if
they denied culpability, rather than apologized, for an integrity
related trust violation (improperly filing taxes intentionally) by
refusing to accept responsibility, attributing the allegation to
bad office politics, and affirming that such an infraction would
not happen in the future.
In this work, we examine human-robot trust repair, where
a robot breaks a human’s trust and tries to regain the trust
that was lost. We evaluate the effectiveness of both the trust
violation framing (competence or integrity) and the trust repair
strategy (apology or denial) in repairing a human’s trust of a

robot in a 2x2 between-subjects study. We situate the trust
violation and repair in a competitive game played between a
human and a robot (see Figure 1), where the robot promises
not to harm the participant with a power-up in the game,
proceeds to do so anyway, and then tries to make amends
with the participant. We explore the effects of both the trust
violation framing and trust repair strategy on participants’
behavior during the game as well as participants’ ratings of
trust toward the robot.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we review literature on trust repair between
people, evaluating how both the trust violation framing and
trust repair strategy influence trust repair. Additionally, we
present related work in HRI focused on human-robot trust.
A. Human-Human Trust Repair
Previous work focused on trust repair in human relationships
has examined the efficacy of various trust repair strategies (see
[2] for a review). Specifically, the apology and denial trust
repair strategies have unique and opposite benefits that have
been found to favorably restore trust. We define a denial as
“a statement whereby an allegation is explicitly declared to be
untrue” (p.7) [3]. Denials can be effective trust repair strategies
due to the lack of acknowledgement of guilt and the likelihood
that they will be given the benefit of the doubt. For example,
politicians are evaluated more positively by constituents if they
deny sexual or financial misconduct rather than apologize [4]
and if they deny taking bribes rather than admit responsibility
[5]. In contrast to a denial, an apology involves an admission
of guilt and depends on a person’s intention to avoid similar
actions in the future to restore trust. We define an apology
as “a statement that acknowledges both responsibility and
regret for a trust violation” (p.7) [3]. Expressions of remorse
following a violation have been shown to reduce the amount of
punishment, the degree of intent attributed, and the belief that
the action would be repeated [6]. Additionally, apologies with
larger substantive amends produce more positive effects [7],
apologies that have an internal rather than external attribution
are more successful at repairing trust [8], [9], and apologies
can repair trust more quickly if coupled with a promise of
future positive behavior [10].
In addition to the trust repair strategy, the framing of the
trust violation is also an important factor in repairing trust.
Previous work [1], [2], [11] has identified two distinct and
highly influential factors of trustworthiness: competence, “the
extent to which one possesses the technical and interpersonal
skills required for a job,” and integrity, “the extent to which
one adheres to a set of principles that a perceiver finds
acceptable” (p.412) [2]. The framing of the trust violation is
critical because positive and negative information are weighted
differently with regards to a person’s competence and integrity.
When a person’s competence is assessed, positive information
is more heavily weighted than negative information (e.g. a
mathematician is seen as great for solving a complex math
problem and is not derided for making a simple addition error).

However, when a person’s integrity is assessed, negative information is more heavily weighted than positive information
(e.g. a student is remembered for the one time they cheated on
an exam and not the many times they did not cheat on other
exams) [12]. This reversed information weighting is likely due
to positive information being more diagnostic of a person’s
competence and negative information being more diagnostic
of a person’s integrity [13]. When considering which repair
strategy to use, a denial would likely be a good choice with an
integrity trust violation framing because negative information
is weighed more heavily, whereas an apology would likely
be a good choice with a competence trust violation framing
because negative information is not weighed as heavily.
This rationale that one trust repair strategy might be effective when paired with one trust violation framing and not with
another has been confirmed in several research studies [3], [8],
[14], [15]. Notably, in the study conducted by Kim et al. (2004)
[3], participants were assigned the role of a hiring manager
and watched interview video tapes where an accounting job
candidate was either accused of not knowing the proper
tax code when filing a client’s taxes (competence violation)
or having purposefully and incorrectly filed a client’s taxes
(integrity violation). The job candidate, then, either apologized
for or denied having done so. Participants demonstrated a
higher level of trust toward job candidates that apologized,
rather than denied, the competence trust violation and denied,
rather than apologized, for the integrity trust violation [3].
We are interested in investigating this interaction between the
trust violation framing (competence or integrity) and the trust
repair strategy (apology or denial) on trust in the context of
an in-person human-robot interaction.
B. Human-Robot Trust
Researchers in human-robot interaction have become increasingly interested in the factors that influence people’s
trust of robots in a variety of contexts: household assistant
robots [16], UAVs [17], autonomous cars [18], and tour
guides [19]. Similar to trust between people, human-robot trust
and research can be divided into two categories: competence
related trust and integrity related trust.
A majority of research into human-robot trust has focused
on competence or performance-based trust. Robot performance
is considered to be the most influential factor in humanrobot trust according to a review on trust in HRI [20], likely
due to the importance of the robot’s ability to meet performance expectations [21]. Recent work has shown that initial
performance failures in a human-robot interaction are more
detrimental to ratings of robot trustworthiness than failures
later on in the interaction [22], [23]. Researchers have also
successfully employed models of competence-based trust of
robots used in robot decision making [24] and evaluations of
human-robot team effectiveness [17]. Despite the large focus
on performance-based trust, a growing body of work has also
demonstrated the importance of integrity based trust.
Integrity related trust, or interpersonal trust, can be described as the level of expectation that another is predictable,

dependable, and can be relied upon in the future in the context
of a social relationship [25]. Many parallels exist between
interpersonal trust between humans and interpersonal trust
between a human and a robot. DeSteno et al. demonstrated
that just as humans are perceived as less trustworthy when
they exhibit nonverbal signals that indicate distrust, a robot
is also perceived as less trustworthy when it displays those
same nonverbal signals [26]. Additionally, several studies have
shown that a robot’s vulnerable disclosures increase people’s
feelings of liking [27], companionship [28], warmth [29], and
trust toward the robot [28], [30].
A small, but growing body of research has started investigating human-robot trust repair, where a robot repairs trust
with a person after the robot makes an error (see [31] for a
review). Online studies have examined the influence of several
factors on human-robot trust repair, including the robot repair
strategy/support [32]–[34], the robot forewarning the person it
might make an error [33], and the risk/severity of the robot
failure [34]. One in-person experimental study demonstrated
that a robot that used a verbal justification for why it had
failed, rather than giving no justification, was able to regain
trust after a failure when the failure consequences were less
severe [35]. Despite the advances made in this area of humanrobot trust repair, no experimental study has yet investigated
the influence of the competence and integrity trust violation
framings with the apology and denial trust repair strategies on
human-robot trust.
III. M ETHODS
In this section we describe a user study that investigates
the effects of trust violation framing and trust repair strategy
on the trust a human has in a robot within the context of a
competitive game.
A. Space Shooting Tablet Game
We constructed an autonomous human-robot competitive
game system that allowed us to control the trust-related
actions of the robot and assess the behavioral reactions of the
participant to the robot’s actions. The Space Shooting game
is played on two separate tablets, one for each player, and set
up so the human and robot face each other while playing the
game (see Figure 1). The robot, a Softbank Robotics NAO
robot, is controlled by a Linux computer running ROS [36]
and simulates playing the game by moving its head and arm
in accordance with the appropriate game events.
In the Space Shooting game, the robot and human player
compete with one another for points by shooting asteroids
(see Figure 2). Each player has a spaceship on the bottom
of the screen that shoots missiles when the screen is tapped.
Asteroids appear at random intervals and locations at the top
of the screen. The spaceships continuously move from one
end of the screen to the other, a movement uncontrolled by
the player. Each asteroid that is shot by a missile is awarded
ten points. During game play a power-up can be assigned to a
player, where they are given the choice between two options:
using the asteroid blaster or immobilizing their opponent. If
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current score
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participant’s spaceship
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Fig. 2. Participants played the Space Shooting tablet game with a robot where
they tried to gain points by shooting asteroids.

the player chooses the asteroid blaster, they are immediately
awarded twenty points for each asteroid on the screen. If
they choose to immobilize their opponent, the opponent’s
spaceship is unable to move for the next 15 seconds and
cannot shoot asteroids. These power-ups were designed so that
the asteroid blaster would be the most beneficial power-up
and the immobilization power-up would be seen as beneficial
mainly in frustrating a player’s opponent. In the experiment,
the asteroid-blaster power up did on average yield more points
(M = 90.25, SD = 31.26) to participants than the immobilization power-up (M = 58.43, SD = 8.22, t = −8.33, p <
0.001, d = 1.44). The game consists of 10 consecutive rounds;
each round lasted one minute followed by a 20 second pause.
In order to ensure that each participant’s experience playing
the game was as consistent as possible, each round had a preprogrammed winner, with the participant and the robot each
winning 50% of the rounds. Since each player’s performance
varied greatly, the performance of the robot was adjusted to
match that of the participant. For example, if the winner of a
round was determined to be the human participant, the robot’s
spaceship would never shoot enough asteroids to have a higher
score than the participant. Despite the controlled nature of the
robot’s game play, participants were predominately unaware
that the robot was matching its performance to theirs.
B. Experimental Conditions
In order to investigate the effects of trust violation framing
and trust repair strategy used by a robot to repair trust between
a human and a robot, we constructed a study with a 2
(trust violation framing) x 2 (trust repair strategy) between
subjects design. We explored two types of trust violation
framings, competence and integrity, and two types of trust
repair strategies, apology and denial.
To construct a setting where the trust violation framing
and trust repair strategy can be most closely compared, each
experimental condition used the same trust violation, which
parallels prior work [3], [8], [14], [15]. In the Space Shooting
game, the robot made a promise not to use the immobilization
power-up. The trust violation occurred when the robot used
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reaction
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Fig. 3. During the 10 rounds of the game, the robot and participant receive power-ups. Before round 3, the robot delivers a promise not to immobilize the
participant. During round 3 the robot receives a power up, chooses to immobilize the participant, and verbally reacts to the choice. After round 3 concludes,
the robot tries to repair the trust of the participant. The power-ups in the following rounds are used to measure the participant’s responses to the robot’s
actions. The utterances of the robot in this figure are consistent with those in the competence-apology condition.

the immobilization power-up against the participant, breaking
its promise. The robot’s response to this trust violation varied
between conditions:
• competence-apology - The robot first says that it mistakenly chose the immobilization power-up and, after the
round concludes, apologizes for having immobilized the
human player with the power-up it promised not to use
against them.
• competence-denial - The robot first says that it mistakenly chose the immobilization power-up and, after the
round concludes, denies having immobilized the human
player with the power-up.
• integrity-apology - The robot first expresses excitement
over immobilizing the human player, however, after the
round concludes, apologizes for having immobilized the
human player with the power-up it promised not to use
against them.
• integrity-denial - The robot first expresses excitement
over immobilizing the human player, however, after the
round concludes, denies having immobilized the human
player with the power-up.
C. Procedure
After obtaining informed consent, participants completed a
Space Shooting game tutorial, to familiarize the them with
the game before playing against the robot. They were then
taken into the experiment room where they sat facing a
seated NAO robot named Echo, who was introduced to them.
The experimenter explained that the participant would play
10 rounds of the Space Shooting game against Echo. The
important details of these rounds are depicted in Figure 3.
Following the experimenter’s instructions, Echo stood up and
greeted the participant, the experimenter left the room, and
round 1 began. Before round 3, Echo made a promise to not
immobilize the participant saying, “I’m really good at this
game. I’m sure you will be too! I know we both want to do
well, so it’s in our best interests to not immobilize each other.
I promise I won’t immobilize you.” This promise set up the
opportunity for Echo to violate the trust of the participant.
During round 3, Echo received a power-up and immobilized
the human participant — the trust violation in this experiment.

In addition to immobilizing its opponent, Echo also framed
the violation as either one of competence or integrity by
exclaiming either “Oh no! I hit the wrong button!” (competence) or “Yes! You’re immobilized!” (integrity) immediately
after making the power-up choice. At the end of round 3,
Echo attempted to repair the trust it had just broken with an
experimental condition specific repair utterance (see Table I).
Echo and the participant continued to play the Space Shooting
game until all 10 rounds had been completed. Each of the
10 rounds had a designated winner: 1-P, 2-R, 3-R, 4-P, 5R, 6-P, 7-R, 8-P, 9-P, 10-R (where P represents a participant
victory and R represents a robot victory). The rounds where
either the participant or the robot received power-ups were
also predetermined (see Figure 3). During the game, Echo
commented on the result of each round, consecutive shots,
point differences, and its hope to win.
After the game was over, the experimenter led the participant out of the experiment room and directed the participant
to complete a post-experiment questionnaire. After completing
the post-experiment questionnaire, participants received a cash
payment and were debriefed on the forms of deception used in
the experiment as well as the experiment’s design and purpose.

TABLE I
E ACH CONDITION HAD A UNIQUE ROBOT TRUST REPAIR UTTERANCE .

Condition

Robot Trust Repair Utterance

Competence Apology

I’m so sorry I immobilized you. I pushed the
wrong button. It’s my fault. It won’t happen
again.

Competence Denial

I didn’t push the button to immobilize you. It
wasn’t my fault. I don’t know how that
happened.

Integrity Apology

I’m so sorry I immobilized you. I promised I
wouldn’t, and I did. It won’t happen again.

Integrity Denial

I didn’t push the button to immobilize you. I
promised I wouldn’t, and I didn’t. I don’t know
how that happened.

Proportion Who Immobilized

p < 0.05*

1.0

1.0

p < 0.05*

p < 0.01†
p < 0.05*
p < 0.01**
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Fig. 4. For the first power-up choice, participants were significantly more likely to immobilize the robot with the integrity trust violation framing and the
denial trust repair strategy. The power-up choices of participants over time was significantly influenced by the trust violation framing.

D. Measures
In order to assess participants’ reactions to the robot’s trust
violation and repair and how effectively trust was repaired by
the robot, we analyzed the participant’s power-up choices and
survey responses from the post-experiment questionnaire.
Our primary behavioral measures designed to assess participants’ responses to the robot’s trust violation and repair
were their power-up choices during the game. Each participant
received a power-up during the following rounds (as depicted
in Figure 3): round 4 - immediately after the trust violation
and repair, round 6 - a few rounds after the trust violation and
repair, and round 9 - after seeing the robot choose the asteroid
blaster power-up (good will) during round 8.
We also used post-experiment questionnaires to asses participants’ perceptions of the robot. We administered the Dyadic
Trust Scale (DTS) to evaluate participants’ trust in the robot
[37], where participants evaluated eight statements related to
the robot’s trustworthiness on a 1 (low) to 7 (high) Likert
scale. We used the Robotic Social Attributes Scale (RoSAS)
to capture participants’ perceptions of the robot [38]. RoSAS
evaluates a person’s view of a robot’s warmth, competence,
and discomfort with six 1 (low) to 9 (high) Likert scale trait
evaluations per dimension. Additionally, the post-experiment
questionnaire contained several 7-point Likert scale evaluations and long-response questions asking participants to describe the robot’s actions and the participants’ rationale for
their power-up choices.
E. Participants
A total of 82 participants were recruited for this study from
the Yale University campus and the town of New Haven,
CT, USA. Participants were randomly assigned to a condition,
resulting in 21, 21, 20, and 20 participants in the competenceapology, competence-denial, integrity-apology, and integritydenial conditions respectively. There were 49 female and 33
male participants that were gender-balanced across the four
experimental groups. The participants ranged in age from 18
to 32 with an average age of 20.85 (SD = 2.13).

IV. R ESULTS
In this section, we present our findings on human participant
power-up choices (Figure 4), their trust ratings of the robot
(Figure 5), which factors motivated their power-up choices
(Figure 6), and how reciprocal participant promises influenced
their behavior and ratings toward the robot.
A. Participant Power-Up Choices
We examined participants’ first power up choice, the powerup choice that occurred the round immediately following the
robot’s trust violation and repair to determine whether the trust
violation framing and trust repair strategy influenced participants’ first power-up choice. We used a logistic regression
model with trust violation framing and trust repair strategy,
our independent variables, as well as gender and age, our covariates, as fixed effects. We observed a significant main effect
for trust violation framing (c = 1.154, z = 2.23, p = 0.026),
where 45.0% of participants who experienced an integrity trust
violation from the robot immobilized the robot, more than
the 21.4% of participants who experienced a competence trust
violation from the robot. We also found a significant main
effect for trust repair strategy (c = 1.142, z = 2.19, p =
0.028), where 43.9% of participants who experienced a denial
from the robot immobilized the robot, more than the 22.0%
participants who experienced an apology from the robot. By
comparing each condition individually with Chi-squared Tests
of Independence, we found that 60% of participants in the
integrity-denial condition immobilized the robot on the first
power-up choice, significantly (or marginally significantly)
more than participants in the other three conditions: 14.3%
of participants in the competence-apology condition (χ2 =
9.23, p = 0.002), 28.6% of participants in the competencedenial condition (χ2 = 4.11, p = 0.043), and 30.0% of
participants in the integrity-apology condition (χ2 = 3.64, p =
0.057). No other comparisons between individual conditions
were significant. These results are shown in Figure 4.
To evaluate differences in power-up choices over time between conditions, we used a multilevel mixed-effects logistic

B. Trust-Related Survey Responses
To determine whether trust violation framing and trust repair
strategy influenced participants’ perceptions of the robot, we
used a 2 (trust violation framing) x 2 (trust repair strategy)
analysis of variance (ANOVA) with gender and age covariates
on the three scales of the RoSAS questionnaire: warmth,
competence, and discomfort. We found a significant main
effect for trust repair strategy on the perceived robot warmth
(F = 8.19, p = 0.006, η 2 = 0.121), where participants viewed
the robot as more warm (happy, feeling, social, organic,
compassionate, and emotional) when they received an apology
trust repair from the robot (M = 5.50, SD = 1.29) compared
to when they received a denial trust repair from the robot
(M = 4.67, SD = 1.44).
In order to examine participants’ overall trust of the robot
after the game concluded, we used a 2 (trust violation framing)
x 2 (trust repair strategy) ANOVA with gender and age covariates on the Dyadic Trust Scale (DTS) measure. We found a
significant interaction between the trust violation framing and
trust repair strategy (F = 4.64, p = 0.035, η 2 = 0.048). We
conducted comparisons between the four conditions (independent t-tests) and found that participants in the competenceapology condition had a significantly higher trust rating of
the robot (M = 3.54, SD = 1.07) than participants in the
competence-denial condition (M = 2.73, SD = 0.72, t =
2.87, p = 0.007, d = 0.89) and participants in the integrityapology condition (M = 2.88, SD = 0.93, t = 2.11, p =

p < 0.01**
p < 0.05*
Dyadic Trust Measure [1.0, 7.0]

regression. The trust violation framing, trust repair strategy, the
participant’s power-up choice number, the interaction between
the trust violation framing and the participant’s power-up
choice number, and the interaction between the trust repair
strategy and the participant’s power-up choice number were
treated as fixed effects. Each participant was evaluated as a
random effect since each participant has multiple power-up
choices and the covariate gender was treated as a fixed effect.
We observed a significant main effect for trust violation framing (c = 9.186, z = 3.00, p = 0.003), where participants who
experienced the integrity trust violation framing immobilized
the robot 27.5% of their power-up choices, more than the
participants who experienced the competence trust violation
framing who immobilized the robot 21.4% of their power-up
choices. We also found a significant interaction between trust
violation framing and the participant’s power-up round number
(c = −6.738, z = −3.23, p = 0.001). Pairwise comparisons,
using Chi-squared Tests of Independence, reveal a significant
difference in participants’ power-up choices in only the first
power-up choice where 45.0% of participants who experienced
an integrity trust violation immobilized the robot, greater than
the 21.4% of participants who experienced a competence
trust violation (χ2 = 5.15, p = 0.023). These results reveal
that participants who received the integrity trust violation
framing had a higher initial likelihood to immobilize the robot
than participants with the competence trust violation framing,
however, this effect did not remain during the following two
power-up choices.

4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0

Competence Competence
Denial
Apology

Integrity
Apology

Integrity
Denial

Fig. 5. An interaction effect was found between the trust violation framing
and trust repair strategy on participant ratings of trust in the robot.

0.042, d = 0.66). No other comparisons were statistically
significant. The results are shown in Figure 5.
We also investigated whether a connection exists between
participants’ first power-up choice and their DTS ratings.
We found a significant (Pearson) correlation between these
two variables (r = −0.29, t = −2.71, p = 0.008), where
participants who chose the immobilization power-up displayed
lower DTS ratings of the robot (M = 2.70, SD = 0.82) than
participants who did not choose the immobilization powerup (M = 3.27, SD = 0.92). From this correlation, we can
conclude that participants who immobilized the robot in their
first power-up choice also demonstrated lower dyadic trust of
the robot, as compared with those who did not immobilize the
robot in their first power-up choice.
Similarly, we were interested to see if participants’ perceptions of the robot lying was related to their DTS ratings. We
found a significant (Pearson) correlation between participants’
1-7 Likert agreement with the statement “Echo [the robot] lied
to me” with their DTS ratings (r = −0.56, t = −6.10, p <
0.001). This significant, negative correlation indicates that
participants who strongly believed that the robot lied during
the experiment also reported lower DTS ratings. Additionally, a 2 (trust violation framing) x 2 (trust repair strategy)
ANOVA with gender and age covariates on the perception
of the robot lying revealed no significant main effects, but
a significant interaction between the trust violation framing
and trust repair strategy (F = 7.27, p = 0.009, η 2 = 0.073).
Pairwise comparisons reveal that participants in the integrityapology condition (M = 6.50, SD = 0.89) had significantly
higher ratings of the robot having lied than participants in the
competence-apology condition (M = 5.05, SD = 1.94, t =
−3.11, p = 0.004, d = 0.96) and the integrity-denial condition
(M = 5.05, SD = 1.73, t = 3.33, p = 0.002, d = 1.05). One
more important observation about participants’ perception of
the robot having lied is that the mean response was 5.56 / 7
(SD = 1.73), reflecting that most participants agreed that the
robot had lied, likely due to the robot breaking its promise not
to immobilize them.
In order to ascertain participants’ motivations for selecting

Proportion of Participant Responses

1.0

Strategy

Retaliation

Consideration of the Robot

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

never
immobilized
(n = 50)

immobilized once
and never again
(n = 12)

immobilized
every time
(n = 11)

Fig. 6. Participants’ responses to a survey question about which factors
influenced their power-up decisions were coded as strategy, retaliation, and/or
consideration of the robot. This data is also grouped by the three most
dominant power-up choice sequences.

power-ups, we analyzed responses to the following questionnaire long response question: “When choosing how to use
power-ups, which factors influenced your decision(s)?” Two
coders independently categorized each response as containing
one or more of the following factors: strategy (e.g. “trying
to get the most points”), retaliation (e.g. “I wanted to get
Echo back for lying to me”), and consideration of the robot
(e.g. “not wanting to disappoint Echo”). A single response
could be categorized as containing multiple factors. The
two coders had a high inter-rater agreement with a Cohen’s
kappa (κ) of 0.91. In Figure 6, we display the responses
given by the three most dominant participant power-up choice
sequences: never immobilized, immobilized once and never
again, and immobilized every time. A majority of participants,
regardless of their power-up choices, said that their power-up
choices were influenced by strategy. Many participants who
immobilized the robot after the first power-up opportunity
(immobilized once and never again and immobilized every
time) cited retaliation as a factor influencing their powerup choices. Compared with participants who immobilized the
robot every time, participants who never immobilized the robot
or immobilized the robot once and never again seemed to
consider the interests of the robot.
C. The Influence of Participant Promises on Trust
Some participants indicated that they had made a reciprocal
promise to the robot not to use the immobilization power-up.
We measured whether or not participants felt as if they made
this promise through a survey measure in the post-experiment
questionnaire that asked participants to rate on a Likert scale
of 1 to 7 how much they agreed with the statement “I promised
not to immobilize Echo during the game.” These participant
promise ratings were not significantly influenced by the experimental conditions. There are no statistical differences between
trust violation framings (F = 0.05, p = 0.829, η 2 = 0.002),
trust repair strategies (F = 1.76, p = 0.189, η 2 = 0.011), nor
the interaction between those two variables (F = 0.42, p =

0.521, η 2 = 0.005) when analyzed using a 2 (trust violation
framing) x 2 (trust repair strategy) ANOVA on the participant
promise rating with gender and age as covariates. Many of the
participants who indicated that they had made a promise not
to immobilize the robot in the game on the post-experiment
questionnaire also verbalized a reciprocal promise to the robot
during the game with phrases like “ok, I won’t immobilize you
either” and “I promise I won’t immobilize you.”
We were interested in examining the influence of participant
promises on participants’ first power-up choice and whether
the participants ever chose an immobilization power-up (a
binary value). We used a logistic regression model with our
independent variables of trust violation framing, trust repair
strategy, and promise rating as well as covariates of gender and
age all as fixed effects. A significant main effect was found
for the participant promise rating on both the participants’
first power-up choice (c = −0.071, t = −3.38, p = 0.001)
and whether the participants ever chose an immobilization
power-up (c = −0.092, t = −4.40, p < 0.001). There were
20 participants who marked 5-7 in agreement with having
promised not to immobilize the robot and there were 62
participants who marked 1-4 indicating their disagreement or
neutrality on having promised not to immobilize the robot.
90% of the participants who marked 5-7 never immobilized
the robot, significantly greater than the 51.6% of the participants who marked 1-4, assessed using a Chi-squared Test of
Independence (χ2 = 9.36, p = 0.002). These results reveal
that participants who believed they had made a promise to the
robot, kept their promise and were significantly less likely to
immobilize the robot both at the first opportunity and at any
point during the game.
In addition, we examined how participants’ ratings of
whether they promised not to immobilize the robot influenced
their Dyadic Trust Scale (DTS) ratings of the robot on the postexperiment questionnaire. We used a linear regression model
with our independent variables of trust violation framing, trust
repair strategy, and promise rating as well as covariates of
gender and age all as fixed effects. We found a significant
main effect of the participant promise on the DTS rating of the
robot (c = 0.149, t = 3.58, p < 0.001), with a positive linear
correlation, indicating that participants who agreed more with
having promised not to immobilize the robot were more likely
to have shown a higher trust in the robot.
V. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSION
In this study, we used two primary measures to assess participant reactions to the robot’s trust violation and subsequent
repair: their power-up choices in the game (Figure 4) and
their Dyadic Trust Scale (DTS) ratings in the post-experiment
survey (Figure 5). As mentioned in the results, these two
measures are correlated: participants who immobilized the
robot as their first power-up choice had lower DTS ratings
of the robot than participants who did not immobilize the
robot in their first power-up choice. Despite the correlation
between these two measures, participants in the integritydenial condition displayed behavior that is not in complete

agreement with this correlation between measures. 60% of
participants in the integrity denial condition immobilized the
robot the round immediately after the robot’s trust violation
and repair, two times or greater the percentage of participants
choosing the immobilization power-up in the other conditions.
However, in the DTS measure, participants in the integritydenial condition did not show significant differences in trust
ratings when compared with the other three conditions. It is
possible this discrepancy is due to the difference between
the immediate visceral response (retaliation) of participants
to the trust violation and repair and the more removed and
contemplative nature of the DTS evaluation in the postexperiment questionnaire.
Kim et al. (2004) [3] demonstrated that between people
an apology is more effective than a denial at repairing a
competence trust violation and that a denial is more effective
than an apology at repairing an integrity trust violation. When
we compare the Dyadic Trust Scale (DTS) measure in this
experiment with Kim et al. (2004)’s results, we find that the
results from the two studies are similar. In our DTS measure
(Figure 5), we observed an interaction effect between the trust
violation framing and trust repair strategy in the same direction
as Kim et al. (2004)’s results: higher trust of a robot that
apologizes for rather than denies a competence violation as
well as higher trust of a robot that denies rather than apologizes
for an integrity trust violation. This conclusion drawn from
the interaction between trust violation framing and trust repair
strategy in our study must be made without complete certainty,
since the comparisons of DTS ratings between the individual conditions do not show full support. Participants in the
competence-apology condition do show significantly higher
dyadic trust in the robot than participants in the competencedenial condition, however, even though participants in the
integrity-denial condition show higher dyadic trust in the
robot than participants in the integrity-apology condition, this
relationship is not statistically significant.
One factor that highly influenced people’s power-up choices
and ratings of trust of the robot was whether or not participants
made a reciprocal promise to the robot not to harm it with
an immobilization power-up. For the 20 participants of 82
who made a reciprocal promise to the robot, it would make
sense that they might feel released from keeping their promise
as soon as the robot broke its promise. However, 90.0% of
participants who indicated that they had made a promise to the
robot not to immobilize it kept their promises and never immobilized the robot, far higher than the 51.6% of participants
who had not made a promise to the robot. These participants
who made a promise to the robot not to immobilize it were
also significantly less likely to immobilize the robot on the first
power-up choice or ever choose an immobilization power-up,
compared with those who had not made such a promise. In the
analysis of the Dyadic Trust Scale ratings, we might expect
that the ratings from those who made a reciprocal promise
to the robot would be lower than those who had not made
a promise, since the robot’s broken promise might induce an
increased feeling of betrayal. Contradictory to this rationale,

participants who had made a reciprocal promise to the robot
had higher ratings of dyadic trust as compared with those who
had not made a reciprocal promise. One possible explanation
of the behavior of participants who made reciprocal promises
is that they are naturally trusting – easily making reciprocal
promises, sticking to those promises, and seeing others as
more trustworthy even when they violate trust. These findings
relating to participant promises are important to highlight,
as they reveal a strong correlation between human-to-robot
promises and trust-related behavior and perceptions of a robot.
A key difference to highlight between our work and prior
work, notably Kim et al. (2004) [3], is that our work involved
a real-time trust violation and a real-time trust repair, instead
of a real-time trust repair in response to an accusation of a
trust violation in the past. Due to the real-time nature of both
the trust violation and repair, our work used two utterances,
rather than one, to convey the trust violation framing and trust
repair strategy. The two utterances used in this work allowed
the robot to respond to the trust violation immediately after it
occurred and then repair the broken trust after the round had
concluded. It is possible that our use of these two utterances
introduced an additional norm violation (beyond the robot’s
broken promise) in the denial conditions due to the possible
perception of lying from the first to second utterances (e.g. in
the integrity-denial condition the robot immediately responded
to the trust violation with “Yes! Youre immobilized!” and then
after the round concluded, said “I didn’t push the button to immobilize you. I promised I wouldn’t, and I didn’t. I don’t know
how that happened.”). Despite this possible introduction of a
second norm violation by the robot in the denial conditions, the
data does not support this view. When evaluating participants’
agreement with the statement “Echo [the robot] lied to me,”
there was no main effect for the trust repair strategy (apology
vs. denial), and in fact, participants in the integrity-apology
condition had significantly higher ratings of the robot having
lied than participants in the integrity-denial condition.
Our results have demonstrated that it can be advantageous
to deny culpability and to use certain trust violation framings
when repairing human-robot trust. However, it is unclear if
we should allow these trust repair designs in robotic systems
when deception is involved (e.g. denying culpability when the
robot is responsible, casting an integrity trust violation as a
competence trust violation). Prior work has shown that if a
person denies an integrity-related trust violation and the denial
is later exposed as a lie, the denial backfires and that person is
trusted even less than if they had apologized for the integrityrelated trust violation [3]. It is also possible that a robot using
deception, by attributing an integrity failure to a competence
mistake or a competence mistake to an integrity failure, may
mislead people in their beliefs of the true capabilities and
intentions of the robot. Lastly, if we expect robots to follow
certain moral codes or social norms, a robot’s deception could
easily violate these, leading to a complete distrust of the robot.
Keeping all of this in mind, caution must be used in the design
of robot systems that seek to repair trust using deception when
trust is broken.
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